
 
10th skræða   upbringing   
 

right from life as an embryo, we can speak about upbringing of a bairn, 
as all happenings have effect of which we cannot well foresee the 
consequences; 

this “programming” is not easily “corrected” afterwards when bad influences 
have been encountered, 

 
a repeated pattern (something which often occurs), withheld by others, can 
affect permanently, 

occasional happening have less during effects 
 

a young baby is evaluating surroundings as hostile or friendly 
and moulds itself according to that evaluation 

 

we have a proverb in Icelandic: --án er ills gengis nema að heiman hafi--  
(bad örlög are not, unless fostered in childhood) 

implying that a good home brings success, stability, self-reliance in life 
 

we should know that our evaluation begins early in life 
and will be our ally in life, be it good or bad 
 

psychologists and psychiatrist try to find the reason, or person to blame, for 
some mis-happenings in life, but that is not necessary if we simply: 

 
learn how to nýsa niður and make our nervous system pure 
 

we, by this act of transcending, allow all deep-rooted stress in the nervous 
system to evaporate 

 

                            
 

 * thou self lead thyself 
what has this to do with obedience to rules and commands? 

 * which is the difference between bringing up a bairn and a dog? 

 * if we are not born to fill the garage, what for then? 
 * what makes a bairn feel hurt by getting a raw potato in the shoe? 

 * what makes a bairn see all gifts to be good and beautiful gifts? 
 * do I make my life? 
  and then: is good to know Urður Verðandi and Skuld? 

 * what makes me see thee and thou to see me, and as not being one? 
 * what is Valhöll? 



 * what is the parents’ and upbringers’ role in a bairns life? 

 * do we realize our 3 lowest states of consciousness, the relative ones,  
to be a kind of a vicious cycle? 

 * what is to nýsa niður to the 4th state of consciousness? 
   (which is pure consciousness) 

 * is that the same as laying our bridge Bifröst leading to Valhöll? 
(pronounce Biff-roest; accent always on the 1st syllable in Icelandic) 

 * have we ever heard about Meili Óðinsson? 
 * can we see on a man which state of consciousness he lives? 
 * is the pecking order appropriate for men? 

 * is accusing the prerequisite for excusing, pardoning? 
 * who could possibly be in a position to forgive some meant offence? 
 * how do we get rid of envy, lust for domination, craving obedience? 

 * is violence amoral and psychopathic?  
 * is there some non-physical violence to count for too? 

 * are longings and desires good? 
 * how do we make our desires spontaneously evolutionary? 
 
 

Skræðan upbringing is available on Amazon  here 

 

Listen to the book on Youtube here 
 

http://www.amazon.com/%C3%93%C3%B0sm%C3%A1l-bairns-10-upbringing-Volume/dp/9935467104/ref=sr_1_1?ie=UTF8&qid=1403103675&sr=8-1&keywords=%C3%93%C3%B0sm%C3%A1l+for+bairns+10+upbringing+%28Volume+10%29
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qMaD_FbqPU8&index=10&list=PLx4mHtocTUwAOewesWqA40Rm1U0owsJJq

